
THEORY OF COMPUTATION

Homework 3 — 20% of your final score

Assigned 2020.12.01

Deadline 2020.12.22 (ZERO point for late submission without valid reasons)

Name your document “YourStudentNumber-YourSurname-HW3”.

Write all necessary steps for your answers. Just writing the final answers is not acceptable.

Your answers can be English or Japanese.

Five (5) points for each problem

1. Consider the following context-free grammar G:

Y → XYX | Z

Z → aTb | bTa

T → XTX | X | ε

X → a | b

Provide the formal definition of G = (V,Σ, R, S) (i.e. specifying the components V,Σ, R, S).

Then find 3 strings in L(G) (i.e. derivable from the substitution rules of G) and 3 strings not in

L(G) (i.e. not derivable from the substitution rules of G). (Explain your answers.)

2. Let the alphabet be Σ = {0, 1}, and consider the language

L = {s ∈ Σ∗ | the length of s is odd and the middle symbol of s is 1}

Design a context-free grammar to generate the language L. (Explain your design.)

3. Consider the following pushdown automaton G.

G

ǫ (push $)

ǫ (pop $)

ǫ

0 (push 0)
1 (push 1)

1 (pop 1)
0 (pop 0)

q0 q1

q2q3



Provide the formal definition of G = (Q,Σ,Γ, δ, q0, Qa) (i.e. specifying the components Q,Σ,Γ,

δ, q0, Qa). Then find 3 strings in La(G) (i.e. accepted by G) and 3 strings not in La(G) (i.e.

not accepted by G). Finally, describe what kind of strings (i.e. with what special patterns) that

G accepts. (Explain all your answers.)

4. Let the alphabet be Σ = {0, 1}, and consider a language L = {s ∈ Σ∗ | #0(s) > #1(s)},

where #0(s) means the number of 0’s in s and #1(s) means the number of 1’s in s. Design a

pushdown automaton G to accept the language L. (Explain your design.)


